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2019 Planner
A dazzling urban fantasy romance from a fresh new voice whose bestselling e-books have put readers "in a constant state
of arousal."(Fallen Angel Reviews) Welcome to a postapocalyptic world, where the afterlife holds beings that only the
bravest can summon-or dare to desire. Taken from her home and family, shamaness Aisling McConaughey must enter the
"ghostlands" to save a wealthy man's mistress. But there's a price to pay for her power: She must summon the Djinn prince
Zurael en Caym-and yield to his savage, sensual rage. Zurael intends to kill Aisling after she's served as bait to find an
enemy in possession of an ancient tablet. But the more he tastes her innocent spirit, the more he'll use his fiery touch to
keep her hungry for his mercy-even as they weave an erotic spell that he cannot escape

Bird Lake Moon
Sweet tea, corn bread and soup beans; everyday fare for eight-year-old Alix French, the precocious darling of a respected
southern family. But nothing was ordinary about the day she met ten-year-old Nick Anderson, a boy from the wrong side of
town. Armed with only a tin of bee balm and steely determination, Alix treats the raw evidence of a recent beating that
mars his back, an act that changes both their lives forever. Through childhood disasters and teenage woes they cling
together as friendship turns to love. The future looks rosy until the fateful night when Frank Anderson, Nick's abusive father,
is shot to death in his filthy trailer.Suddenly, Nick is gone, leaving Alix alone, confused and pregnant. For the next fifteen
years she wrestles with the pain of Nick's abandonment, a bad marriage, her family and friends. But finally, she's starting to
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get her life back together. Her divorce is almost final, her business is booming, and she's content if not happy-until the day
she looks up and sees Nick standing across the counter. He's back, and he's not alone. Once again Alix is plunged into
turmoil and pain as Nick tries to win her love, something she resists with all her strength. Only one thing might break the
protective wall she's built around her emotions-the truth about Frank Anderson's death. But when that truth comes out and
those walls crumble, neither Alix nor Nick is prepared for the emotional explosion that could destroy as well as heal.

Reshaping It All
Many people think of Leonardo da Vinci primarily as an artist, but he was also an influential scientist. Readers of this highinterest biography will learn all about da Vinci and his contributions to society as an architect, engineer, and inventor. A
true Renaissance man, da Vinci also studied many other branches of science. This story of his life and work is told with the
use of accessible text, colorful photographs, and stimulating sidebars. An educational science project also reinforces
readers' understanding of da Vinci's work and gives them a hands-on feel for what he did.

Eat Pretty
Virginia must learn the heavenly source of strength through trials in this best-selling novel.

A Searching Heart (Prairie Legacy Book #2)
Josh Jones realizes his family isn't typical, but it's the only life he's ever known. Aunt Lou, Gramps, Uncle Charlie,
Grandpa--they all have shaped the young man he has become. But as he grows into manhood, Josh begins to face
important questions about life, love, and faith. Three million books sold in the series!

Through the dark mist
A 2019 monthly planner featuring artwork from the Bolshevik era. A truly Marxist-Leninist planner sure to revolutionize your
year.

An Angel by Her Side
Returning from the crusades in hopes of claiming his true love, Alyson of Olverton, as his bride, Guillelm de la Rochelle is
stunned to discover that she is engaged to his father and, torn between jealousy and desire, vows to make her his forever.
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Original.

Little Black Crow
Traveling across medieval England to meet her future husband, the lovely Lady Servanne de Briscourt meets the notorious
bandit, Black Wolf, and falls for the outlaw, discovering in the process that he is the rightful heir to her fiance's title

Book of Isaiah
A translation of the Ancient Aramaic Scriptures by a native Aramaic speaker. The Book of Isaiah is like a Bible within the
Bible. It is perhaps the greatest work of poetry in all the Scriptures. It clearly prophesies about Maryah Allaha (the Lord God)
and about Maran Eashoa Msheekha (Our Lord Jesus the Messiah).

When Tomorrow Comes (Canadian West Book #6)
Nutrition is the fastest-rising beauty trend around the world. Eat Pretty simplifies the latest science and presents a
userfriendly program for gorgeous looks, at any age, that last a lifetime. Buzzwords like antioxidants, biotin, and omega-3s
are explained alongside more than 85 everyday foods, each paired with their specific beauty-boosting benefit: walnuts for
supple skin, radishes for strong nails. But healthful ingredients are just one aspect of beauty nutrition. Eat Pretty offers a full
lifestyle makeover, exploring stress management, hormonal balance, and mindful living. Charts and lists, plus nearly 20
recipes, make for a delicious and infinitely useful ebook—in the kitchen, at the grocer, and on the go.

The Meeting Place (Song of Acadia Book #1)
Combining unfussy, gently rhyming language with vibrant, airy illustrations, Caldecott Medalist Chris Raschka has created a
book that will inspire in young readers the wonder of wondering. A little boy wonders about a crow’s life—from the simple
“Where do you go in the cold white snow?” to the not-so-simple “Do you ever worry when you hop and you hurry? Are you
ever afraid of mistakes you made? Are you never afraid?” All of life is touched on in simple words and spare, elegant
artwork. Little Black Crow is not to be missed.

Where Trust Lies (Return to the Canadian West Book #2)
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A Prairie Legacy
She's cared for her siblings as best she could . . . but is it enough? Instead of the new life she and her family expected to
forge out west, seventeen-year-old Angela is thrust into the role of caring for her three younger siblings after the death of
their parents. With the help of her older brother, and trust in God, Angela is determined to raise the children as her mother
would have wanted. As the youngsters grow, the questions and challenges intensify. Angela feels trapped and
overwhelmed. Surely no man will ever want a woman who comes with three children in tow. Is this the plan God has for her
life? Will she ever find a way to balance her own dreams with the promises she made to her mama?

Winter Is Not Forever (Seasons of the Heart Book #3)
My name is Darcy Anderson, and I am cursed with a dark power: Whenever my life is in danger, something inside me
summons elemental fire to protect me. I cannot control this. One night, I was attacked in my home. The fire it raged out of
control. I survived the inferno, but my house burned to the ground - with my parents inside. I was at a loss to explain to the
courts what happened, and they sent me to prison for ten years for manslaughter. Now I'm out on parole, and all I want is
to return to my home town and rebuild my life; but the man who attacked me is back to finish the job he started. I can
sense the power in me growing. If I can't control it, it will control me and destroy everything - and everyone - I love. - Fallen
Angels - Book 1 - Angel Fire Book 2 - Angel's Breath Book 3 - Earth Angel Book 4 - Angel Tears Book 5 - Angel of Darkness
The Complete Book of Fallen Angels

The Case of the Plagued Play
Happily settled into family life, Virginia thinks her life is on track, but soon new challenges face her in this bestselling novel.

Love Finds a Home
Natchez, Mississippi, in 1933 is a place suspended in time. The silver and china is still dented and cracked from Yankee
invaders. And the houses have namesand memories. Nora Bondurant is running away--from her husband's death, from his
secrets, and from the ghosts that dog her every step. When she receives a telegram informing her that she has an
inheritance, Nora suddenly has somewhere to run to: a house named Avoca in Natchez, Mississippi. Now, she's learning that
the lure of Natchez runs deep, and that, along with Avoca, she's inherited a mystery. Nora's aunt Amalia Bondurant was
killed in a murder/suicide, and the locals are saying nothing more--except in hushed, honeyed tones. As Nora becomes
more and more enmeshed in the community and in her family's history, she learns surprising things about the life and
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death of her aunt: kinship isn't always what it seems, loyalty can be as fierce as blood relations, and every day we are given
new mercies to heal the pain of loss and love.

Painted Ladies
Her courage and her heart will be tested in ways she never expected Beth Thatcher has spent her entire life in the safe,
comfortable world of her family, her friends, and the social outings her father's wealth provides. But Beth is about to leave it
all behind to accept a teaching position in the rugged foothills of western Canada. Inspired by her aunt Elizabeth, who went
west to teach school several years ago, and gently encouraged by her father, Beth resolves to put her trust in God and
bravely face any challenge that comes her way. But the conditions in Coal Valley are even worse than she'd feared. A
recent mining accident has left the town grieving and at the mercy of the mining company. The children have had very little
prior education, and many of the locals don't even speak English. There isn't even a proper schoolhouse. In addition, Beth's
heart is torn between two young men--both Mounties, one a lifelong friend and the other a kind, quiet man who comes to
her aid more than once. Despite the many challenges, Beth is determined to make a difference in the rustic frontier town.
But when her sister visits from the East, reminding her of all the luxuries she's had to give up, will Beth decide to return to
her privileged life as soon as the school year is over? A special companion story to Hallmark Channel's When Calls the Heart
TV series

Brothers to the Death
Like much of the South during the Civil War, Caroline County was burned and many of its colonial records were destroyed or
lost. The author has drawn from several sources to fill in as many gaps as possible and compile this book of marriage
records. Recor

Once Upon a Summer (Seasons of the Heart Book #1)
Christine is recovering from a broken heart and finds solace in helping her adored brother Henry settle into married life. The
"call of the North" tugs at her, making one young man's interest in her doubly attractive--but also filling her with
uncertainty. Is Christine willing to give up her dreams of living in the North and let God help her choose a lifelong love?

Love's Enduring Promise (Love Comes Softly Book #2)
Weekly Action Planner, feature 120 pages with a matte finish cover. Perfect for note taking, diary entry, journal writing, to
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do list or daily schedules.

New Mercies
Josh Jones realizes his family isn't typical, but it's the only life he's ever known. Aunt Lou, Gramps, Uncle Charlie,
Grandpa--they all have shaped the young man he has become. But as he grows into manhood, Josh begins to face
important questions about life, love, and faith. Three million books sold in the series!

The Tender Years (Prairie Legacy Book #1)
In this bestselling novel, Virginia must learn the priorities that God has in mind for her as she makes plans for college.

Where Hope Prevails (Return to the Canadian West Book #3)
The school play is in danger of closing before it even opens if Club CSI: can’t figure out who’s ruining rehearsals! Someone
is trying to sabotage the school play, and it’s up to Hannah, Ben, and Corey to make sure the show goes on. Club CSI:
learns that the play was written by an eighth grader at Woodlands Junior High… Is the culprit a jealous classmate? Or could
a disgruntled actor be to blame? As more props go missing and the set is vandalized, Club CSI: must use all of the
investigation and forensic science techniques in their arsenal to crack the case. Because if they don’t, the play’s final
curtain call might happen before opening night! © 2013 CBS & Ent. AB Funding LLC. All Rights Reserved. CSI: CRIME SCENE
INVESTIGATION in USA is a TM of CBS and outside USA TM of Ent. AB Funding LLC.

Angel Fire (Fallen Angels - Book 1)
Spencer thought the house might be haunted. Mitch knew it wasn't. And he knew why. The whole time Spencer and Mitch
hung out together at Bird Lake that summer, there were secrets keeping them apart. And maybe a secret knowledge
keeping them together, too—together like members of the same tribe. Like friends.

Where Courage Calls
Love Comes Softly introduced the characters of Marty and Clark Davis, whose tragic circumstances brought them to a
"marriage of convenience" on the frontier prairies during the mid 1800s. The story of how Clark's patient, caring love
mirrored that of the heavenly Father, drawing Marty to faith and to love, has captured the hearts and imaginations of over
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one million readers on Book One alone!

A Quiet Strength (Prairie Legacy Book #3)
After years of wandering, Larten has finally found his way back to his vampire family and resumed the vigorous, brutal
training to become a General. But there are vampires determined to pull Larten into starting a war that could have global
implications and casualties. Vampires who will stop at nothing. Vampires who would betray Larten in the most cutting way.

Ghostland
Inspiring Conclusion to a Popular Series with a TV tie-in When Beth Thatcher returns to Coal Valley, she has much to be
excited about. She anticipates Jarrick's proposal of marriage and perhaps a spring wedding. The mine is expanding, and
there are more schoolchildren than ever. But the town's rapid growth brings many challenges. A second teacher is
assigned, and Beth finds herself going head-to-head with a very different philosophy of education--one that dismisses
religion and rejects God. Fearful for the children who sit under the influence of Robert Harris Hughes, Beth struggles to
know how to respond. At the same time, Beth wonders if Jarrick is considering a position at her father's company simply for
her sake. Should she admit her feelings on the matter? Or keep silent and allow Jarrick to make up his own mind?

I Love Tara
Continuing the story from Love Comes Softly, the granddaughter of the Davis's experiences a tragedy, she has a crisis of
faith.

The Sweet Gum Tree
Josh Jones realizes his family isn't typical, but it's the only life he's ever known. Aunt Lou, Gramps, Uncle Charlie,
Grandpa--they all have shaped the young man he has become. But as he grows into manhood, Josh begins to face
important questions about life, love, and faith. Three million books sold in the series!

The Flower Basket
Spenser had a simple job-protect an art scholar during a ransom exchange for a stolen painting. No one was supposed to
die. But the scholar had secrets no one knew, and uncovering them will endanger Spenser as well.
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Leonardo da Vinci
Book 2 of Love Comes Softly. Their family growing, Clark and Marty look to bind each other together with love and faith.
Over 800,000 sold!

Acts of Faith
Candace Cameron Bure first became known to millions as a co-star on the hit ABC television series Full House. Today, like
her brother Kirk Cameron (Growing Pains, Fireproof), she is the rare Hollywood actor who is outspoken about her Christian
faith and how it helps overcome certain obstacles. Bure’s healthy lifestyle has been featured in US Weekly and People
magazines as well as national talk shows including The View and NBC’s Today. In Reshaping It All, she continues the story,
inspiring women to embrace a healthier lifestyle by moving faith to the forefront, making wise choices, and finding their
worth in the eyes of God. Candace shares a candid account of her struggle with food and ultimately her healthy outlook on
weight despite the toothpick-thin expectations of Hollywood. More than a testimony, here is a motivational tool that will put
readers on the right track and keep them there. In addition to practical advice, Candace offers a biblical perspective on
appetite and self control that provides encouragement to women, guiding them toward freedom. Includes 16-page black
and white photo insert.

The Wealth Cure
She loves her friends and students in the West, but family obligations have called her home. Where does she truly belong?
After a year of teaching in the Canadian West, Beth Thatcher returns home to her family. She barely has time to settle in
before her mother announces plans for a family holiday--a luxurious steamship tour along the eastern coast of Canada and
the United States. Hoping to reconnect with her mother and her sisters, Beth agrees to join them, but she quickly realizes
that things have changed since she went away, and renewing their close bond is going to be more challenging than she
expected. There's one special thing to look forward to--letters and telephone calls from Jarrick, the Mountie who has stolen
her heart. The distance between them is almost too much to bear. But can she give her heart to Jarrick when it will mean
saying good-bye to her family once again--and possibly forever? And will she still want to live in the western wilds after the
steamship tour opens up a world of people and places she never imagined? Then comes a great test of Beth's faith.
Someone in her family has trusted the wrong person, and suddenly everything Beth knows and loves is toppled. Torn
between her family and her dreams, will Beth finally discover where her heart truly belongs? A companion story to Hallmark
Channel's When Calls the Heart TV series!
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Like Gold Refined
Three Bestselling Novels in One The Acts of Faith trilogy is a sweeping saga set in Israel and beyond during the months and
years immediately following the death and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth. Authors Davis Bunn and Janette Oke have
woven an intriguing story featuring compelling fictional characters who interact with the men and women who were central
to the rise of Christianity. Amid religious, political, and cultural persecution, these courageous few must shape and preserve
a faith that will stand the test of time.

Spring's Gentle Promise (Seasons of the Heart Book #4)
Marriages of Caroline County, Virginia, 1777-1853
The NAACP award-winning author of Letters to a Young Brother presents a financial parable that counsels adults on how to
use money as a tool for personal fulfillment, outlining an alternative definition of wealth while covering topics ranging from
financial security to taking responsibility for personal resources. Reprint. 100,000 first printing.

A Knight's Vow
Sophie has long wished to get away from her stepmother’s jealous anger, and believes escape is her only chance to be
happy. Then a young man named Gabe arrives from Hagenheim Castle, claiming she is betrothed to his older brother, and
everything twists upside down. This could be her chance at freedom—but can she trust another person to keep her safe?
Gabe knows he defied his parents Rose and Wilhelm by going to find Sophie, and now he believes they had a right to worry:
the orphan girl has stolen his heart. Though romance is impossible—she is his brother’s future wife, and Gabe himself is
betrothed to someone else—he promises to himself he will keep her safe, no matter what. When the pair are forced to run
to the Cottage of the Seven, they find help—but also find their feelings for each other have grown. Can they find a way to
protect Sophie while also safeguarding their hearts?

Love Comes Softly (Love Comes Softly Book #1)
Belinda finds that she once again faces decisions about her life, but now with God's peace. Love Comes Softly book 8.

The Fairest Beauty
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A Chance Encounter Forever Changed Their Lives--and Destinies. Crafted by two masters of inspirational fiction--Janette Oke
and T. Davis Bunn--and combining the engaging historical settings, rich characterization, and heartwarming messages
quintessential to both authors, The Meeting Place is another timeless story for you to cherish. Set along the rugged
coastline of 18th century Canada in what was then called Acadia (now Nova Scotia and New Brunswick), The Meeting Place
re-creates a world that was home to native Indians, French settlers, and English garrisons. Such diverse populations did not
live in accord, however. Instead, they were isolated within their own groups by a brewing political tension under the difficult
English rule. Amid such chaotic times two women, both about to become brides and both trying to live lives of quiet peace,
meet in a lush field of wildflowers. Louisa, a Frenchwoman, and Catherine, who is English, continue to meet secretly through
the seasons, sharing both friendship and growing faith. The outside world does not mirror their own tranquil happiness, and
the dreaded crackdown by the English throne threatens far more than their growing bond. In the face of a heart-wrenching
dilemma, Louisa and Catherine strive to maintain their faith and cling to their dreams of family and home. Winner of the
Christy Award, presented by the Christian Bookseller Association to honor the best in Christian fiction.

Roses for Mama
Katie has lived through tragedy and heartache. But with the angel Elias by her side, the best years of her life are just ahead.
A Heaven on Earth Novel, #3 When Katie BenderÆs fiancΘ died in a tragic accident, so did her hope of finding love. Though
heartbroken, Katie is also practical. In the years since the accident she has discovered her gift for teaching. But when a
tornado destroys her small Amish settlement, including the schoolhouse, Katie doesnÆt know how she will provide for
herself. Seth Stutzman arrived in Hope Falls days before the storm. And when he helps usher Katie and the children to
safety, sparks fly. But Seth is only in town to help his brother, Amos, get back on his feet following the death of his wife. He
canÆt afford to have feelings for Katie. Rebuilding the community is a huge task, and soon, Katie and Seth are working side
by side. As they privately wrestle with their feelings for each other, another silentùand ultimateùbattle for their hearts rages
unseen. Sworn to protect what God has ordained, the mighty angel Elias appears to them as a mysterious visitor. And with
his guidance, Katie and Seth find the courage to take the first small steps toward the life, and love, they were destined for.
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